
 
 

6th November 2015 

 
Report On AAROHAN POORNIMA 2015- Day 3 

  6/11 ....3rd smashing and elevating day of Aarohan’s ravishing activities created a 

idiosyncrasy among the Heart of students.The incipient Events of 6/11 are as 

follows:- 

Relay Race 4*100 m (Boys) was a mesmerizing moment to see all the participants 
running with a grin on their face enjoying the moment. The commencement of the 

second day sports took place with the Relay Race at the ground in front of Ayojan. The 
coordinator teacher was Mr. Chandrashekhar Pandey . The winner was Rahul Yadav (3rd 

Year PGI), Nikhil Ojha (1ar Year CS PCE), Hemraj Chaudhry (EC PCE), Harshit Barihar 
(CE PCE).Relay Race 4*100 m (Girl) fiery racetrack with fearless participants shook 

the whole moment with entertainment. It started with the elevated spirit of winning. 
The coordinator teacher was Mrs. Priya Mathur. The winning team was Rahul Yadav (3rd 

Year PGI), Nikhil Ojha (1ar Year CS PCE), Hemraj Chaudhry (EC PCE), Harshit Barihar 
(CE PCE). Relay Race 4*400 m (Boys) started with the elevated spirit of winning in 

front of Arbuda Convention Centre. The coordinator teacher was Mr. Sunil Kumar 

Yadav.The winners were Anil (CIVIL PGI I year), Lalit meena (CE PGI I year), Sumit 
Meena (CIVIL PGI I year), Rahul Sangwa (CIVIL PGI I year).In Housie students showed 

their agility, alertness of brain, sharpness in Housie competition at OAT. In all the 
excitement students sustained their attention with curious concentration. The 

coordinator teacher was Praveen Agarwal.Total 250 number of participation took place. 
Out of which 9 were declared as winners.  Photography, “Chayakar” of Poornima have 

shown their artistic eye and technical skills in photography competition. It’s an art of 
capturing lives into moments. The students were holding their cameras as if they want 

to capture the whole world in one shot for the moment. The coordinator teacher was 
Ravi Jangir (PIET). Total 25 number of participation took place. The winners were not 

declared today and will be declared later. In Antakshri Melodious, classical and new 
songs with beautiful voices echoed the Arbuda Convention Centre. Teams participated 

with excitement. The coordinator teacher was Mr. Deepak Baberwal . The winner team 
members were Md. Sajid ,Shubham kr. Sahu , Vinod Nagar and the runner-up team 

members were Prerna Singh , Swapna Rathi , Vishakha Mathur. In IQ Meter (Final) 

the IQ Meter activity consisted of a blast of questions searching for bucket full of 
answers. The event constituted of two rounds.  In the second round also objective 

questions were given on sheets based on Aptitude and GK. The teacher coordinator was 
Mr. Pankaj Kareer (Mec.  PGI). The winners were Gunjan Agarwal (CS PIET) and 

Pratyush Raj (EE PCE). Total participation was of 8 students. In Staircase Climbing 
(Robot) students playing with their life on stairs. The robots were as perfect as humans 

and it was a proud moment to see the technical perfection of our students. The 
coordinator teacher was Ms. Ankita Gupta (EC PGI). Only one team reported and the 

same was the winner i.e. Siddharth Kulshreshtha (1st Year EC PCE), Damini Singh 
Rathore (1st Year EC PCE), Deepti Pundir (1st Year EC PCE), Shivangi Ganeriwal (1st 



Year EC PCE). A LAN gaming also called a LAN party is a gathering of people with 

computers or compatible game consoles, between which they establish a local area 
network (LAN), primarily for the purpose of playing multiplayer games. The game 

constituted of three rounds. The teacher coordinator was Mr. Saurav Anand.  The 
winner would need to win atleast Two rounds out of three. There were around 20 teams. 

The winning team was Team G: Gaurav Shukla, Aeshwar Kritiraj, Ravi Gehlot, Abhinav 
Ajitsariya, Divakar Joshi. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


